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Abstract 
The wealth of properties of titanium dioxide relies on its various polymorphs and on their mixtures 
coupled with a sensitivity to crystallographic orientations. It is therefore pivotal to set out methods 
that allow surface structural identification. We demonstrate herein the ability of photoemission 
spectroscopy to provide Ti LMV (V = valence) Auger templates to quantitatively analyze TiO2 
polymorphs. The Ti LMV decay reflects Ti 4sp-O 2p hybridizations that are intrinsic properties of TiO2 
phases and orientations. Ti LMV templates collected on rutile (110), anatase (101), and (100) single 
crystals allow for the quantitative analysis of mixed nanosized powders, which bridges the gap 
between surfaces of reference and complex materials. As a test bed, the anatase/rutile P25 is 
studied both as received and during the anatase-to-rutile transformation upon annealing. The 
agreement with X-ray diffraction measurements proves the reliability of the Auger analysis and 
highlights its ability to detect surface orientations.  
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Introduction 
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) triggers an always increasing interest for its innumerous involvements in 
daily life applications, advanced devices and promising prospects in photochemistry. Among its eight 
polymorphs,1 research efforts mainly focus on the most common rutile and anatase phases. Their 
respective efficiency is still vividly debated since, when comparison is made with nanoparticles (NPs) 
of similar sizes, rutile may show equal or even higher activity than anatase.2 However, mixtures of 
phases that result from synthesis are often of high relevance for application. The archetypal 
anatase/rutile (80:20) P25 powder3,4 shows optimal performance as photocatalyst with respect to 
individual polymorphs.5,6,7 Beyond the specificity of phases, the chemical activity of titania has a 
strong orientation-dependent character,8,9,10 as exemplified by the variety of low-coordinated sites 
exhibited by P25 particles.10 
Both phase- and orientation-dependent activity makes crucial the knowledge of the ultimate 
surface and points to the need of methods with higher surface-sensitivity than X-ray diffraction 
(XRD)11,12 and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).11,13,14 This is all the more true for titania thin 
films which may escape the sensitivity of XRD. Aside indirect insights gained by selective 
adsorption,10 direct chemical analysis is required. Photoemission spectroscopy is the central 
technique in this respect, as it is currently used to probe defect states, band bending and adsorbates 
on titania single crystals.2,15,16 However, the analysis of core-level lines is not able to distinguish the 
different titania polymorphs. The only differences that were evidenced by photoemission between 
these polymorphs and surfaces come from the valence bands (VBs). It has been shown by resonant 
photoemission that the extent of Ti-O hybridization, which marks the VB profile, strongly depends 
on the polymorph as well as the surface orientation.17,18 The drawback of the approach is that VBs 
are inherently difficult to interpret because they combine contributions from both anions and 
cations. In addition, spectra may involve spurious signals from surface contaminants and, in the case 
of nanostructured materials, of supporting substrates. The approach is therefore irrelevant for the 
current use. An alternative is to track Ti Auger transitions involving Ti valence states such as the Ti 
LMV decay. As previously elucidated by resonant photoemission,19,20,21 the profile of this transition 
reflects the VB in such a way that, even if it is significantly perturbed upon reduction,22  it potentially 
carries specificities useful to distinguish titanium oxide polymorphs. 
The present work investigates this point. Ti LMV Auger spectra of the three more common 
orientations of TiO2, rutile (110) and anatase (101) and (001) (labeled R(110), A(101) and A(001)) are 
recorded by laboratory X-ray photoemission spectroscopy in relation with changes in VB 
spectra.17,18,23,24 Notably, these orientations correspond to equilibrium shapes (Wulff construction) 
of anatase, a truncated bipyramid dominated by lateral (101) facets and (001) terminated facets,8,25-
28 and of rutile, mainly (110) facets.25,26 Similar shapes appear in nature25,26 and in synthetic powders 
including P25.9,10 In a second part, reference Ti LMV spectra are used to analyze phases and 
orientations involved in (i) bipyramidal anatase NPs (close to Wulff shape) prepared in hydrothermal 
conditions (labeled HT)10,29 and P25 NPs (ii) as received and (iii) after the anatase-to-rutile 
transformation via annealing.13,30,31 To support the XPS findings, XRD is performed in parallel 
allowing for the comparison of anatase-to-rutile content ratio.  
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Ti LMV spectra of TiO2 single crystals  
Since the purpose of the letter is to highlight reference Ti LMV profiles, a detailed presentation of 
the Ti LMV Auger transition in titanium dioxide is required. The transition is schematically 
represented in Figure 1a.  
 
Figure 1. Valence band and Ti LMV spectra: (a) schematic representation of the Ti LMV decay (see 
text for description); (b) valence band of rutile (110) that is decomposed in two indicative 
components VBA and VBB; (c) Ti L3MV and Ti L2MV lineshapes recorded on rutile (110); they are 
decomposed in two components each, A2-B2 and A3-B3 (par. 2 of SI, Figure S3), on the basis of the 
decomposition of the VB; finally, the component D3 that stems from the presence of band gap states 
(BGS) is shown. 
Following the creation of a hole in a L level, a M electron decaying into that hole causes the 
emission of a valence band electron (Figure 1a). To illustrate the case, the VB and Ti LMV spectra of 
the rutile (110) surface are shown in Figure 1b and 1c, respectively. The VB that exhibits the bilobbed 
profile expected in off-resonance conditions18,32,33 can be represented by two components labelled 
VBA and VBB (Figure 1b). The Ti LMV transition involves Ti L3MV and Ti L2MV decays (Figure 1c). 19,21 
The former stems from L3 holes created either by incident photons or via the fast Coster-Kronig L2L3V 
relaxation of L2 holes.19,21 It contributes to the more intense lower kinetic energy (KE) part of the Ti 
LMV decay (KE ~405-417 eV), while the higher KE part (~417-425 eV) mainly involves Ti L2MV 
contributions.19-21 The hierarchy of the kinetic energies follows directly the scheme of the Auger 
transition (Figure 1a). Reflecting the VB profile (Figure 1b), the Ti L3MV and Ti L2MV lineshapes can 
be decomposed in two components each, A2-B2 and A3-B3, respectively (Figure 1c), associated with 
the two main VB features, VBA and VBB19,21, with a L2L3 spin-orbit splitting of 5.8 eV34 (for further 
details on the decomposition see par. 2 of SI, Figure S3). Finally, due to the partial reduction of the 
oxide via the formation of O vacancies and interstitial Ti ions, a band-gap state (BGS) associated to 
the filling of Ti 3d states by excess electrons is expected at a binding energy (BE) ~ 0.8 eV below the 
Fermi level.15 The presence of reduced Ti3+ was also evidenced in Ti 2p spectra, with a higher 
concentration of defects in rutile than in anatase (par. 1 of SI, Figure S1). Although the corresponding 
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BGS was too weak to be detected in the valence band at h =1486.6 eV, the decomposition of Ti 
LMV spectra reveals a contribution labelled D3 that is shifted by 7.0 ± 0.2 eV to higher KE relative to 
A3 (Figure S3). It is assigned to Ti L3MV(BGS) in which the valence level is the BGS.19 Ti LMV spectra 
recorded on anatase (101) and (001) were decomposed in a similar way as that of rutile (110). 
Reproducible A3-B3 (A2-B2) and A3-D3 energy separations validate the reliability of the Ti LMV 
decomposition (Table S1) which, despite its phenomenological character, reflects the electronic 
structure (via VB). To avoid unwanted effects due to defects (par. 2 of SI, Figure S4-S5), any 
forthcoming Ti LMV comparisons will only rely on the lower KE part of the spectra (~405-417 eV).  
Spectra recorded on rutile (110) and anatase (101) and (001) – labelled R(110), A(101) and A(001), 
respectively - are now compared in pair via difference spectra (Figure 2).  
 
Figure 2. Top: Comparison in pair of XPS spectra recorded on rutile (110) (red), anatase (101) 
(green) and (001) (blue) surfaces: (a) VB spectra; (b) Ti LMV Auger spectra. Bottom: difference 
spectra R(110) - A(101) (red) and A(001) - A(101) (blue).  Labels VBA, VBB, A2, B2, A3, B3 and D3 are 
those of Figure 1 (for further details on the decomposition see par. 2 of SI, Figure S3). VBs and Ti LMV 
spectra are normalized to VBA and A3 intensities, respectively. Features IVal, IIVal, IAug, IIAug are 
discussed in the text. Violet and yellow arrows connect VB features with the corresponding Ti LMV 
transitions in which they are involved. 
In both rutile and anatase, the molecular-orbital bonding structure associated to the Ti-O 
octahedral coordination points to Ti 3d-O 2p dominant hybridization with a variable Ti 4sp-O 2p 
admixture.23,35,36 Therefore, VB difference spectra (Figure 2a, bottom) reveal marked specificities 
that originate from variations in the Ti density of state and are reproduced in Ti LMV difference 
spectra (Figure 2b, bottom). In particular, two features are observed, one in the left part and one in 
the right part of both VB and Ti LMV difference spectra.  First, the higher BE parts of A(001)-A(101) 
and R(110)-A(101) VB difference spectra are characterized by dips at ~ 9 eV BE (Figure 2a). In the 
case of A(001)-A(101), the intense dip arises from the narrowness of the VBA component of A(001) 
with respect to A(101) (Figure 2a, Ival blue). Resonant photoemission partly accounts for that 
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difference by showing that Ti 4sp states contribute almost nothing to the VBA feature of A(001).17 In 
the case of R(110)-A(101), the dip Ival red (Figure 2a, bottom) originates from the leftward shift (~0.1 
eV) of VBA component in the A(101) spectrum. The blue and red Ival dips match the blue and red IAug 
dips at KE ~411 eV in Ti L3MV difference spectra (Figure 2b, bottom). As in the case of VB spectra, 
the negative dip of R(110)-A(101) spectrum originates from the leftward shift (0.15 eV) of the A3 
component in the A(101) spectrum. 
Next, the lower BE part of the A(001)-A(101) and R(110)-A(101) VB difference spectra show a slight 
dip (Figure 2a, IIval blue) and an intense peak (IIval red), respectively, at BE~ 6 eV. They correspond to 
the dip (IIAug blue) and the peak (IIAug red) observed at KE ~415-416 eV in the A(001)-A(101) and 
R(110)-A(101) Ti L3MV difference spectra, respectively. These features mainly arise from the variable 
Ti 4sp character of the VBB density of states which increases in the order 
A(001)<A(101)<R(110).18,24,37 The strong Ti 4sp-O 2p hybridization evidenced by resonant18,37 and 
site specific XPS24 in R(110) is suggested to stem from the different arrangement of  Ti-centered 
octahedra; rutile is denser that anatase enhancing the O 2p-Ti 4sp overlap.23,33,37 Moreover, the dip 
in the A(001)-A(101) difference (Figure 1a, IIval blue and Figure 1b, IIAug blue) is consistent with the 
decrease in Ti 4sp admixture on anatase (001) observed by resonant photoemission.17 
Ti LMV spectra of TiO2 nanoparticles  
The Ti LMV references recorded on single crystals are used to determine phases and orientations 
of the P25 and the hydrothermal HT10,29 powders deposited on gold substrates. The XRD-determined 
anatase:rutile content is 86:14 (±3%) in P25 with coherent crystalline domains of 23±4 nm and 28±8 
nm, respectively (Figure S6b). HT powder involves pure anatase NPs with domains of 24±4 nm 
(Figure S6a). In Figures 3a and 3b, Ti LMV spectra are normalized to the intensity of peak A3 and 
superimposed to the single-crystal spectra. Visual inspection shows that P25 and HT mainly exhibit 
A(101) facets, in agreement with CO adsorption measurements.10  
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Figure 3. Comparison of Ti LMV spectra of (a) HT (yellow line) and of P25 (b) at T=300 K (blue line), 
(c) after annealing at T=1200 K (violet line) and (d) T=1400 K (orange line) to R(110), A(101) and 
A(001) spectra from Figure 1b (red, green and blue dotted lines, respectively). Difference spectra 
with respect to A(101) and R(110) (green and red solid lines, respectively) along with the difference 
spectrum R(110)-A(101) (red dashed line) are also shown in the bottom of each panel. The content 
ratio of P25 obtained from Auger analysis is given in panels b,c,d. 
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Quantitatively, difference spectra are compared on the basis of the reliance value 2 (par. 4-5 of 
SI). An almost zero difference spectrum is obtained when the spectrum of anatase (101) is subtracted 
to the spectrum of each powder (solid line of Figure 3a, 3b), with 2=2.6 for HT and 2=1.6 for P25. 
The correspondence of P25 and HT to R(110) is much weaker, as indicated by the 2 of the relative 
difference spectra, which for both powders is higher than 22. It can be also observed that in the 
difference spectra between R(110) and powders features IAug and IIAug occur at the same positions 
and intensities as in R(110)-A(101) (Figure 2b).  
The relative concentration of P25 polymorphs and facets has also been quantified through a linear 
combination of R(110), A(101) and A(001) spectra. The fit is evaluated in the energy range ~405-417 
eV, i.e. the part of the spectrum not including the Ti L3MV(BGS) decay (Linear combination spectra, 
test and estimation of the error are presented in SI, par. 5, Figures S7-S8). This leads to an anatase-
to-rutile ratio of 90:10 (±10%) (Table 1), without any contribution from A(001). The 2 difference 
between P25 and the present linear combination shows a slight improvement with respect to the 
P25–A(101) difference (1.4 vs 1.6)  (Figure S7). 
Sample Method Anatase% Rutile% Error% 
P25 XRD 86 14 ±3 
XRD 
correc 
88 12 
Ti LMV 90 (101) 10 (110) ±10 
P25 
T=1200 K 
XRD 3 97 ±3 
XRD 
correc 
6 94 
Ti LMV 48 (101) 52 (110) ±5 
P25 
T=1400 K 
XRD 3 97 ±3 
XRD 
correc 
6 94 
Ti LMV 10 (101) 90 (110) ±10 
Table 1. Composition of P25 powders as determined by XRD and Ti LMV analysis.  
 
The comparison of Ti LMV analysis to XRD requires a correction of XRD ratios by the ratio of the 
particle radii R to account for the fact that Ti LMV analysis probes powder surfaces while XRD 
characterizes the bulk (XRD correc, Table 1): 
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[𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒]
[𝑟𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒] (𝐴𝑢𝑔𝑒𝑟)
=
[𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒]𝑋𝑅𝐷
[𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒]𝑋𝑅𝐷+[𝑟𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒]𝑋𝑅𝐷∙
𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑅𝑟𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒
  
Assuming that R is given by the domain size obtained by XRD, a 88:12 ratio is found, in good 
agreement with the estimate of 90:10 obtained by Ti LMV analysis (Table 1).  Beyond this matching 
on polymorph content, only surface-sensitive Ti LMV analysis allows determining the dominant facet 
of anatase P25 nanoparticles, i.e. the (101).  
Finally, the anatase-to-rutile transformation of P2513,30,31 was performed in UHV by annealing the 
support of the powder at 1200 K and 1400 K (Figure 3c,d). Ex situ XRD (Figure S6c,d) evidences an 
almost complete anatase-to-rutile transformation at both temperatures with a rutile content of 
97±3% (Table 1).  Domain sizes of anatase and rutile particles were 19±8 nm and 51±4 nm, 
respectively, after annealing at 1200 K, and 23±8 nm and 63±4 nm after annealing at 1400 K. The 
increase in size and the observed hierarchy (rutile>anatase) correspond to expectation.13,30,38 
Regarding the Ti LMV profile, the anatase-to-rutile transformation is revealed by the increase in the 
B3/A3 area ratio and the shift of A3 towards higher KE (Figure 3c,d). The increase in intensity at KE 
~419 eV due to the reduction of the sample (component D3) does not affect the low KE range ~405-
417 eV on which the quantitative analysis is based (Figure S5). The difference between the P25 and 
R(110) spectra further confirms the transformation (bottom spectra of Figure 3c,d): while 2=22 in 
the case of the as-received P25, 2 decreases to 9.3 and 2.0 after annealing at T=1200 K and T=1400 
K, respectively. 
After annealing at 1400 K, the Ti LMV-based measurements nicely agree with the corrected XRD 
values, with anatase:rutile ratios of 10:90 and 6:94, respectively (Table 1), demonstrating the 
reliability of the Ti LMV analysis. In contrast, after annealing at 1200 K, the anatase-to-rutile ratio of 
48:52 found via Ti LMV seems to contradict the XRD ratio of 7:93 (Table 1). This apparent discrepancy 
is explained by the occurrence of a temperature gradient between the metallic support and the 
extreme surface of the titania powder. Bulk XRD indicates that the two-hours-long 1200 K annealing 
allows for an almost complete transformation, while the surface-sensitive XPS probes the 
untransformed fraction of the extreme surface which is indicative of a vertical temperature gradient. 
To summarize, Ti LMV Auger reference spectra of rutile (110), anatase (101) and (001) crystals are 
singled out by taking advantage of the valence level involved in the Auger line. They mostly differ 
from the way Ti 4sp states hybridize with O 2p states in various phases and orientations. From Auger 
templates, powder facets contents are quantified, in particular for P25 in the as-received form and 
during the anatase-to-rutile transformation upon annealing. Comparison to X-ray diffraction 
demonstrates the solidity of the Auger analysis and discloses its general ability to detect surface 
orientations. Noteworthily, the distinct features of Ti LMV spectra are adequately evidenced by a 
nonmonochromatic X-ray lamp, making the present method suitable for home-laboratory analysis. 
The present quantification method opens interesting perspectives for the characterization of metal-
oxide phases and orientations, in particular for thin films which may escape to the sensitivity of XRD 
measurements.  
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Experimental Methods 
The anatase (5x5 mm2) natural single crystals of (101) and (001) orientations and the synthetic 
(10x10 mm2) rutile (110) single crystal were supplied by Mateck GmbH. The three samples were 
prepared by Ar+ ion sputtering cycles of 1 keV for 10 min followed by 20 min annealing at 850 K and 
1000 K for anatase and rutile, respectively. The absence of surface contaminants was checked at the 
level of XPS sensitivity (a few % of monolayer) while the surface crystallinity was indicated by sharp 
LEED patterns (1x1) for rutile (110) and anatase (101) crystals and (1x4) for the anatase (001) 
sample. The sputtered sample of rutile (110) crystal was obtained by one Ar+ ion sputtering cycles 
of 800 eV without subsequent thermal annealing (Figure S4). In this case, no LEED pattern was 
obtained. 
The P25 nanopowder was supplied by Evonik Industries. The HT nanoparticles were prepared in 
hydrothermal conditions (HT) following the procedure described in Refs.10 and 29, respectively. 
These nanoparticles are of the UT001 type produced at the Department of Chemistry of the 
University of Torino in the frame of  the FP7 EU project SETNanoMetro (www.setnanometro.eu). 
For XPS measurements and annealing, we used an alumina Al2O3(0001) supporting substrate 
covered by 1 nm of NiCr alloy and a 200 nm-thick gold layer. Thermal annealing at T=600 K allowed 
to partially remove surface contaminants from the powders. We verified that the Ti LMV spectra of 
the treated samples (Figures 2-3 of the article), apart from improving the signal-to-noise ratio, were 
identical to the spectra of the as-received powders. The anatase-to-rutile transformation of P25 was 
obtained by electron-bombarding in vacuum the back side of the Mo holder on which the P25 
samples were mounted (powders/Au/NiCr/Al2O3). The transformation has been performed at two 
temperatures, T = 1200 K and T = 1400 K, both measured on the Mo plate by an optical pyrometer 
and maintained for 2 hours. 
XPS spectra (Ti LMV and VB spectra) were obtained with a nonmonochromatic Al K  source (photon 
energy of h =1486.7 eV) and a hemispherical analyzer Phoibos 100 with a pass energy of 20 eV 
(valence band spectra) and 50 eV (Ti LMV spectra) at normal emission. The Ti LMV and VB difference 
spectra are smoothed by applying a 1-pass binomial filter.39 A linear background was subtracted to 
all the Ti LMV spectra in order to equal the intensity at KEs of 401 eV and 430 eV (for further details 
see Supporting Information). 
Supporting Information 
XPS Ti 2p3/2 spectra of rutile (110) and anatase (101) (par. 1, Figure S1), normalization and fitting of 
Ti LMV spectra of single crystals (par. 2, Figures S2-S3 and Table S1), effects of Ar+ sputtering and 
annealing at high temperatures on the Ti LMV lineshape (par. 2, Figures S4-S5), X-ray powder 
diffraction patterns (par. 3, Figure S6), definition of the reliance factor 2 (par. 4, Equations S1-S2), 
linear combination spectra fitting the Ti LMV spectra of powders (par. 5, Figure S7-S8). 
This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org. 
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